A cell lists method based on doubly linked lists and with complexity ( ) is developed for particle deletion and insertion in reaction ensemble Monte Carlo simulation. Because the random move in Metropolis algorithm can be reduced to particle deletion at old position and particle insertion at new position, so this method can be also used in Metropolis algorithm. In addition, nonlocal move, common in Monte Carlo simulation of polymers, such as kink-jump, pivot, reptation move and the retrace and regrow of chains in configurational biased Monte Carlo often cause the failure of Verlet lists method because the large displacement in these nonlocal moves will exceed Verlet cutoff radius. So we also use cell lists method based on doubly linked lists to achieve nonlocal move in this study.
Introduction
Monte Carlo (MC) and Molecular Dynamics (MD) are two main methods that involve solving many-body problem based on statistical mechanics and classic mechanics to obtain physical properties of macro matters. In MC and MD simulation, the most time-consuming part is the calculation of long-range and short-range interactions. For calculation of short-range interaction energy of the system with 2 particles , the most direct method is to sum ( − 1)/2 pairs interactions energy by double loops directly. The computational complexity of this method scales as ! , which is impractical for large systems. To speed up the computation, two methods with computational complexity ( ) are developed in MD [1] [2] [3] . The first method is cell lists (or linked lists) method. In this method, the system is divided into many cells first, then particles in each cell are linked by the linked-list technology [1] . When calculating interactions of other particles with particle , only particles in the cell where particle locate in and neighbor cells of that cell are considered. These neighbor particles is proportional to (1) , so the complexity of all particles is ( ). The second one is Verlet lists (or neighbor lists) method. In this method, neighbor particles within a second cutoff radius " which is little greater than interaction cutoff radius # is prestored in a list which is noted as Verlet list. When calculating the interaction, only the particles within radius " is considered and they scale as (1) , so the complexity of the whole system is ( ). Meanwhile, Verlet lists is updated by using cell lists method whose complexity of ( ) [1] . Similarly, there should be two corresponding methods in Monte Carlo simulation. The Verlet lists method is existed [1] , however, how to update cell lists for each random move with complexity ( ) in Monte Carlo has not been reported.
Generally, Verlet lists method is more efficient than the pure cell lists method [1] , so it seems there is no necessity to develop the cell lists method in Monte Carlo simulation. However, there are some special move which we call nonlocal move in Monte Carlo simulation and Verlet lists fails for these move. The first example is Monte 3 Carlo simulation of chemical reaction by using reaction ensemble Monte Carlo method [2, 4] and of ionization equilibrium of weak acid by using constant pH method [5] [6] . In these situation, particle insertion and deletion are involved to simulate reaction and ionization. In prestored Verlet lists, when a new particle is inserted, the neighbor lists of particles within radius " of particle is needed to add particles and neighbor list of particle is also needed to be constructed. But the order number of these neighbor particles of is difficult to find so it is difficult update the Verlet lists with (1) . The most easy way is updating all Verlet lists in each particle insertion. However, we need to update times Verlet lists in each Monte Carlo move which includes times particle insertion, so the complexity is ( ! ) which is inacceptable. Similarly, Verlet lists method fails for particle deletion. The second example is Monte Carlo simulation for polymers. As we know, the equilibrium time Metropolis algorithm for polymer simulation is extremely long [1, 7] . To speed up the simulation, we can use nonrealistic moves such as reptation, kick-jump, pivot move [8] [9] or use configurational-bias Monte Carlo (CBMC) method [1, 10] . For reputation move, one terminal particle is deleted and is added on another terminal particle. Just like the case in chemical reaction, particle insertion and deletion are involved which cause the failure of Verlet lists method. For kink-jump and pivot move, the displacement is quite large compared with Monte Carlo move so that some particles will exceed the buffer distance ( " − # )/2 and the Verlet lists are needed to be reconstructed. For CBMC move, part of chains are retraced one by one at first and then they are regrown one by one in other positions. Similar to the pivot move, the displacement of particles far away starting 4 particle is large so that Verlet lists need to be updated each time.
One method to solve the problem is the linked neighbor list method developed by Mazzeo [11] . By combining Verlet lists and linked lists, he linked all neighbor pairs in Verlet lists so that the neighbor particles of the deleted or added particle can be found by linked lists. However, the data structure of this method is a two dimensional array where the rows are particles in the system and the columns are maximum neighbor particles $%& . $%& is difficult to evaluate and it is set to a large number for safety. Therefore, the memory of this method is extremely large for dense system. In this study, cell lists method based on doubly linked lists [12] is developed to achieve the update of cell lists with complexity ( ) for particle insertion and deletion in Monte Carlo simulation. All these moves can be reduced to particle insertion and particle deletion in fact. Therefore, this method is not only suit for random move in Metropolis algorithm but also suit for all the former nonlocal move. In section 2, we give the detailed description the algorithms of this method. In section 3, we check the results by comparing this method with Verlet lists for simulating of Lennard-Jones liquid and compare the efficiency of this method with Verlet lists method.
Methods and algorithms

Overview
In this section, we describe the cell lists method detailly and give the corresponding algorithms. At first, we describe the construction of linked lists and the calling for linked lists to calculate the energy. Then, we describe the update of cell lists for particle deletion and insertion. Finally, we use the cell lists method to achieve the Metropolis 5 move and nonlocal move. array whose length is cells of the system is the head of chains array. For example, head particle in cell 4 is particle 5, so head(4)=5. The list array whose length is particles in the system is forward linked list whose element points to next index. 6 For example, particle 5 points to particle 2 and points to particle1 so list(5)=2, list(2)=1. Particle 1 is the end particle and it points to 0, so list(1)=0.
Similarly, inv_head array stores the head particle of backward linked list and inv_list array is backward linked list.
Algorithm 1. The construction of cell lists
This program is used to construct linked list list and head of chains array head.
For convenience, the codes are programmed in one dimension with periodic condition.
x is the position array with size of particles n in the system. icel is an index number to note the serial number of cell. sc is cells in x axis and rc is cutoff radius and is also side length of each cell. Now we turn to the construction of linked lists and inverse linked lists and the schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 1 . The central box can be divided into s ' × # square cells with side length # and each cell is denoted by an index. Particles in each cell can be linked by arrows from the first particle to the end particle. This link of particles can be achieved by a linked array list whose index is current particle number and the element point to the next index which is the next particle number. The starting particle number in each cell is stored in a head array with a size of the number of cells in the system. The end particle in each cell cannot points to other particle so it points to 0. The algorithm of the construction of linked list is shown in Algorithm 1.
However, for particle deletion in linked list, we need to find the former particle of the deletion particle so we need to use the inverse linked list. The linked list (or forward linked list) and the inverse linked list (or backward linked list) construct the doubly linked lists which is the key to achieve particle deletion. The construction of inverse linked list is similar to the construction of linked list except the order of the loop and it is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. The construction of inverse cell lists
This program is used to construct inverse linked list inv_list and head of chains array inv_head. Variables undefined is same as them in previous Algorithms. Using cell lists method, we can achieve the calculation of energy with complexity ( ). At first, we loop all particles, then calculate the energy of each particle with the neighbor particles, and the summation of energy of each particle is total energy. Going through particles in each cell can be achieved by the following process. Take the cell 4
as an example, the starting particles 5 of cell 4 is stored in head (4), or head(4)=5.
Then, the next number of particle 5 can be found in the 5th element in array list and it is 2, or list(5)=2. The next number of particle 2 can be found in the 2th element in array list and it is 1, or list(2)=1. Finally, the 2th element in array list is 0 which means it is the terminal particle of this cell. Similarly, we can go through particles in the neighbor cells. The particles in the neighbor cells scales as (1) and the loop of all particles scales as ( ), so the total complexity of calculation energy is ( ).
The codes of calculation energy of the system is shown in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 3. Computation of energy by cell lists
This program is used to calculate energy of the system by cell lists method. Periodic condition is used. Variables undefined can be referred to previous Algorithms. 
Particle deletion
Now we turn to how to update the linked list for particle deletion. For example, we delete particle 2 in cell 4 in Fig. 2 , then the previous particle 5 and next particle 1 are linked while particle 4 is excluded. So we just set list(5)=1 and inv_list(1)=5
to achieve particle deletion. For general circumstance, if we use singly linked list only, we can find the next particle of the deletion particle by calling list(i), but cannot find previous particle. Therefore, we cannot link the previous particle to the next 10 particle. To find previous particle, we need to use inverse linked list and the previous particle is inv_list(i). Once the previous particle and next particle are found, we can link the previous particle to next particle in linked list and link the next particle to previous particle in inverse linked list to achieve particle deletion. However, if the deletion particle is the first particle in the cell, there is no previous particle so we need to change the head array. In addition, if the deletion particle is the last particle in the cell, there is no next particle so we need to change the inv_head array. Moreover, if there is only one particle in the cell, it is not only the first particle but also the last particle so we need to change the head array inv_head array both. These four cases are considered in the Algorithm 4 to achieve particle deletion. The changes of linked list and inverse linked list of each particle deletion are only two elements, so the complexity scales only (1) for each particle deletion and ( ) for Monte Carlo step. so the arrow from previous particle to current particle and arrow from current particle to next particle are broken off and a new arrow from previous particles to next particle is connected. (c) Because particle 5 points to particle 1 now, the 5th index in list is become to 1 and the 1st index in inv_list is become to 5.
Algorithm 4. Change of cell lists after particle deletion
The algorithm describe the change of cell lists list, inv_list, head, inv_head after deleting i-th particle in j-th cell. This algorithm is divided into 4 cases, the first is the deleted particle is in the middle of the linked lists. The second is that it is the starting particle of the linked lists. The third is that it is the end particle of the linked lists, and the final is that it is not only the starting particle but also the 12 end particle of the linked lists. Then we consider how to update the linked list for particle insertion. For example, we insert particle 7 in cell 4 in Fig. 3 , then particle 7 is linked with the starting particle.
So particle 7 becomes the starting particle and a new link between particle 5 and 7 needs to be added. For general circumstance, for example, insert a particle in cell . There are two cases. When there are particles in the cell, for the inverse linked list, the last particle which is head(j)is linked with particle so inv_list(head(j))=i, and particle is the last particle so inv_list(i)=0. For linked list, original starting particle head(j) which is now is linked with particle so list(i)=head(j) and the starting particle becomes now so head(j)=i. When there is no particle in the cell which will be inserted, the inv_head array is also changed. The both two cases are illustrated in Algorithm 6. Fig, 2 and Fig. 3 more obviously, we add the box on the arrays. The left arrays in (a) and (b) are the original arrays in Fig. 1 .
The right arrays in (a) are arrays after particle deletion in Fig. 2 . The right arrays in (b) are arrays after particle insertion in Fig. 3 .
Metropolis move and nonlocal move
Once particle insertion and deletion are achieved by cell lists method, we can extent this method to achieve Metropolis move and nonlocal move such as pivot, kink-jump, reputation and CBMC move, which are shown in Fig. 5 . For Metropolis move, as is shown in Fig. 6 , particle move from cell 4 to cell 5 can be reduced to particle deletion in cell 4 and insertion in cell 5. So we can update linked list and inverse linked list of particle deletion in cell 4 and insertion in cell 5 to achieve the Metropolis move. For pivot move or CBMC move, we can reduce this move to delete particles one by one and insert particles one by one. For reptation move, this can be reduced to particle in 16 one terminal and insert it in the other terminal. 
Validity and Efficiency
Now we turn to check the validity of cell lists method. We take the simulation of Lennard-Jones fluid in NVT ensemble as the example. Approximate Lennard-Jones potential function is chose as follow [1] :
( ) = 4 4 78 :
(! − 8 :
where the cutoff radius # is set to 2.5 , and are energy and length parameters.
For convenience, and are served as energy unit and length unit. Metropolis algorithm is used in simulation and displacement of each move is chose to assure the acceptation ratio to be 30%. Cell lists method and Verlet lists method are used to calculate energy independently. In Verlet lists method, Verlet radius " is chose as To verify the cell lists method, we compare radial distribution functions simulated by cell lists method and Verlet list method in Fig. 8 . As is shown in Fig. 8 , both curves are coincident and they are also same as the result in Figure 4 .5 in Frenkel's textbook [1] . Therefore, the cell lists method is valid. In addition, we compare the state of equation too. The pressure was calculated using the virial [1]
where is pressure, is the density, is the reciprocal of temperature, is the volume of the box and the virial is defined by
where, ⃗ O ⃗ *+ P is the intermolecular force between particle and particle . As is shown in Fig. 9 , the state of equation simulated by cell lists method and Verlet lists method is coincident too. Moreover, these curves is same as the results in Figure 3 .
in
Frenkel's book [1] . Therefore, the cell lists method is right. However, the proportion factor of cell lists is larger than Verlet lists because of more particles are considered in neighbor 27 cells than the particles in the sphere with the 20 Verlet radius " [1] . It is the shortcoming of cell lists method compared with Verlet lists method but many technologies are developed to improve the efficiency of cell lists method [11, [13] [14] [15] [16] . These technologies all can be extended in this study. For space complexity, both of two method are ( ), but the size of cell lists is equal to strictly while the size of Verlet lists is equal to × -./ where -./ is maximum particles in the sphere with cutoff radius " . -./ is difficult to evaluate, so we often set it to be a large number for safety. For dense and large system, the memory that Verlet lists are occupied is very large so the cell lists method is better. 
Conclusion
In this study, we put forward a cell lists method for particle deletion and insertion in Monte Carlo simulation. In this method, doubly linked lists which not only can find the next particle but also can find previous particle is introduced for particle deletion and insertion. We also described the processes and algorithm of the construction of cell lists, calling for cell lists to calculate energy and update of cell lists after particle deletion and insertion detailly in this paper.
In addition, we extent this method to achieve Metropolis move and nonlocal move such as pivot, kink-jump, reputation and CBMC move since all these moves can be reduced to particle insertion and deletion. Because Verlet lists method fails for these nonlocal moves, so cell lists have good advantage on these situation.
Finally, the time complexity and space complexity of cell lists method are both ( ), so that it is acceptable for the calculation of short-range interaction. The memory that cell lists are occupied is equal to strictly, and it is better than Verlet lists. In each particle deletion or insertion, the change of the elements in linked lists is only 2, so it is very fast to update linked list. When using cell lists to calculate energy, particles in neighbor 27 cells are needed to be considered, so they are more than the particles in Verlet cutoff sphere and it costs more time than Verlet. However, many technology are developed earlier, so the efficiency of cell lists method can be improved further.
